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Name: Lincoln Heights Intel
Date Submitted: 05/05/2021 04:29 AM
Council File No: 20-0008-S27 
Comments for Public Posting:  Re: The Rv overnight ban in Lincoln Heights Dear Los Angeles

decisionmakers, Please read the heartbreaking letter written by
Desirae Velasquez, a Lincoln Heights born and raised young
woman in her 20's trying to work and put herself through school -
bringing awareness to the plight of her father, another Lincoln
Heights local who is being negatively affected by Councilmember
Gilbert Cedillo‘s overnight RV parking ban motion. He lost his
pad due to rising rents and now is on AVE 21 trying to stay alive
in his RV, which this motion threatens. Let’s hope that CD1 has a
change of heart because many of our loved ones are going to be
affected by an unconstitutional motion that needs to be retracted
especially during a pandemic. Kindly, Lincoln Heights Intel 
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Sunday Viewpoint: Overnight RV parking ban will hurt the
homeless, including my father
By Desirae Velasquez  Feb 21, 2021   2
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Viewpoints and Ideas

The Viewpoints &
Ideas section is where
Eastsider readers can
express their opinions, start
a conversation and share
ideas on neighborhood
issues,  problems and
potential.  The views
expressed in this piece are
those of the author(s).

Have an opinion or idea you want to share?

Here's are some guidelines for sharing them with Eastsider readers:

The Eastsider welcomes submission on timely topics and issues that are speci!c to our neighborhoods
The writer or writers must live, work or be active in our Eastside coverage area
The submission must be no more than 500 words
The submission must be exclusive to The Eastsider
Not all submissions will be published. 
Submissions that include evidence of plagiarism, defamation, personal, falsehoods or ad hominem attacks
will not be published
Be prepared to prove any facts in your piece
You will not be compensated for your submission
You will give us the right to publish your submission on our website, social media channels and/or any
other platform that we own or control now and in the future. This right does not expire.
Contact us to !nd out if your story idea is suitable for The Eastsider.

  The city recently prohibited  RVs from parking overnight on numerous streets in Lincoln Heights
and other Eastside neighborhoods. Desirae Velasquez is worried about the impact this will have

on people who live in their vehicles, including her father. Here’s a version of the letter she sent to
Councilman Gil Cedillo, who proposed the overnight ban.

I want a moment to express my concerns as this is something close to my heart. I was born and
raised in Lincoln Heights, and though the community is small, it’s home. This is where I feel the
happiest. I took my !rst steps here as a baby, I navigated the halls of high school here and
throughout the years have met many great people in my community.

The new motion that was approved recently criminalizes people who live in their vehicles. They are
being treated as a burden to the city. Where should these people go? Where can they go? Is an
alternative location available for them? Will there be an advanced notice or a grace period to give
them enough time to !nd a new place to live? The motion states oversized vehicles will be towed.
How will they survive?

Some of the people that live in trailers need time to collect
their only belongings. For me, this is a very personal issue
that a"ects someone I love. My father is an older gentleman
who lives in his trailer on one of the streets mentioned. He
rented a home for many years until the rent began to
increase to an amount he could no longer a"ord. He lost his
home in Lincoln Heights and now his trailer is all he has.

Sign up for The Eastsider's Daily Digest newsletter

I have no idea what to do to help him regarding this matter. I am the only family he has left, and I
feel completely powerless. I do not have the luxury to provide the help he needs. I am in my
twenties working full-time, attending school part-time and renting a small apartment in Lincoln
Heights. I can barely make ends meet myself. My wish is to be able to provide answers for his
housing situation, guidance, anything that will help my father !nd some peace about his living
situation.

I do sympathize with the residents of the streets mentioned. I can see that some people are not
respectful in cleaning up after themselves and maintaining a clean and sanitary environment.
When I visit my father every other day, I wish I could help contribute in cleaning up or if possible
urge the city to provide trash cans or bins for their use.

I understand how this is an inconvenience and even a burden to some, and I understand they may
not be obligated to sympathize with those they consider homeless. However, my father doesn’t
deserve to be punished this way, nor those who live in their vehicles.

I beg you to please reconsider this with all due respect or please advise or o"er any options.
Please do not tow their homes, that is all they have.

Desirae Velasquez works in the medical !eld while also attending school to pursue a career as a
radiologist technologist.
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Overnight parking by RVs and other oversized vehicles would be prohibited. 
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The Eastsider needs your support!
The Eastsider is committed to providing news and information
free to all as a community service. But reporting and writing
neighborhood news takes time -- and money. Join the other
Eastsider readers whose one-time contributions and monthly
sponsorships help pay our bills and allow us to provide you the
news and info that keeps you connected to your community. --
Jesus Sanchez, Publisher
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A tribute to former Echo Park resident
Kim Ng's historic baseball move
By Thien Ho Nov 22, 2020

If you wouldn’t take your children to Disneyland during COVID, please
don’t take them to Angelino Heights on Halloween.
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A Halloween PSA: Please Stay Away
By Kit Willesee Oct 15, 2020

If you wouldn’t take your children to Disneyland during COVID, please
don’t take them to Angelino Heights on Halloween.
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His life was all about football until Gil
Cedillo joined his first protest march 50
years ago
By Gil Cedillo Aug 28, 2020

Gil Cedillo is First District Councilmember
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Keeping Echo Park Lake Clean
By Katherine Leech Jul 2, 2020

The other day I decided to ask the park maintenance people if I could
help pick up trash. It was so easy. 
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Keeping Taix French Restaurant open
By Mike Taix May 28, 2020

I feel the need to share the facts as they relate to the proposed
redevelopment of the Taix restaurant site. I understand this an
emotional issue for some, but not more than it is for to me, as I grew up
in the restaurant and have worked there for multiple decades.
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Councilman Cedillo clarifies position on
L.A. River Development
By Councilmember Gil Cedillo Oct 20, 2019

Councilman Gil Cedillo submitted this statement in response to the
proposed Casitas Loft Development in Glassell Park
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Silver Lake Master Plan Must Seize
Opportunities For Accessible Public
Space
By Bob Soderstrom and Adam Sie" of Silver Lake Forward Jun 27, 2019

For the first time since William Mulholland brought water to the Silver
Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs in 1906, the City of Los Angeles has a once-
in-a-lifetime opportunity to transform these spaces into a new public
resource.
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How to help prevent brush fires in El
Sereno? Bring in the goats
Kit McConnell Aug 21, 2018
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Viewpoint: Untangling the 51st State
Assembly District race
The Eastsider Dec 1, 2017
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Viewpoint: Angeleno Heights resident
says tree trimmers went too far
The Eastsider Nov 21, 2017

Viewpoints & Ideas is where Eastsider readers can express their
opinions, start a conversation and share ideas on neighborhood  issues,
 problems and potential. 
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Viewpoints & Ideas: Vote No on
Measure S To Keep the Eastside Livable
The Eastsider Feb 21, 2017

Viewpoints & Ideas is where Eastsider readers can express their
opinions, start a conversation and share ideas on neighborhood  issues,
 problems and potential.  An opinion piece in support of Measure S can
be found here.
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Views & Ideas: Getting to the Source —
Water Quality on the L.A. River
The Eastsider Aug 5, 2016
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Viewpoints: Let there be more light at Atlantic Avenue Park
The Eastsider Feb 22, 2015

By C.J. SALGADO
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Viewpoints: Support Parks, Vote Yes on
P
The Eastsider Nov 1, 2014

By Luis López
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Viewpoints: False assumptions, higher costs lurk in rushed
proposal to abandon city elections in odd years
The Eastsider Oct 19, 2014

By Hans Johnson and Hector Huezo, East Area Progressive Democrats
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Viewpoints: East L.A. drowning serves
as a tragic reminder of water safety
The Eastsider Updated Jul 5, 2019

Memorial for Erick Ortiz on the fence of the Atlantic Park pool | C.J.
Salgado
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Viewpoints: An Earth Day lesson for
cleaning up East L.A.
The Eastsider Updated Jul 5, 2019
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Viewpoints: What is next in Frogtown’s
future?
The Eastsider Updated Jul 5, 2019

Photo by Julia Meltzer
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Viewpoints & Ideas: It’s time to start
taking traffic safety seriously in
Northeast L.A.
The Eastsider Updated Jul 5, 2019

Photos by Severin Martinez, Steve Ascencio & The Eastsider
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Viewpoints: In defense of new
Northeast L.A. bike lanes
The Eastsider Updated Jul 5, 2019

Cyclists riding to shop at Galcos, whose owner has voiced opposition to
replacing traffic lanes for bike lanes. Photo courtesy Josef Bray-
Ali/FlickJosef Bray-Ali, a cycling advocate and owner of the Flying
Pigeon L.A. bike shop in Highland Park, submitted this open letter to
Councilman Ed Reyes

Eagle Rock News

How toy dinosaurs in my garden got me
through the pandemic
By Brenda Rees Apr 16, 2021  3 min to read

Eagle Rock -- The dinosaurs are going on permanent display in my front
garden. 
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Tonight, the rains are coming, and this
Eagle Rock woman is ready
By Brenda Rees Mar 9, 2021  3 min to read

Eagle Rock -- I’m dancing a little two-step as I head outside this sunny
morning into our backyard – which has become an even more
important place since the pandemic. It’s a retreat from the world, but it
is also the world. 
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On Line-Jumping, Shame, and Those
Damn Misused Codes
By Heather Ross Mar 7, 2021

Heather Ross of Glassell Park describes her experience as one of the
"white WFH set" who received COVID vaccine codes intended for people
of color and considers the moral implications and backlash. 
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Communication from Public
 
 
Name: Lincoln Heights Intel
Date Submitted: 05/05/2021 04:29 AM
Council File No: 20-0008-S27 
Comments for Public Posting:  Re: The Rv overnight ban in Lincoln Heights Dear Los Angeles

decisionmakers, Please read the heartbreaking letter written by
Desirae Velasquez, a Lincoln Heights born and raised young
woman in her 20's trying to work and put herself through school -
bringing awareness to the plight of her father, another Lincoln
Heights local who is being negatively affected by Councilmember
Gilbert Cedillo‘s overnight RV parking ban motion. He lost his
pad due to rising rents and now is on AVE 21 trying to stay alive
in his RV, which this motion threatens. Let’s hope that CD1 has a
change of heart because many of our loved ones are going to be
affected by an unconstitutional motion that needs to be retracted
especially during a pandemic. Kindly, Lincoln Heights Intel 
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Viewpoints & Ideas

Sunday Viewpoint: Overnight RV parking ban will hurt the
homeless, including my father
By Desirae Velasquez  Feb 21, 2021   2

Tags Gil Cedillo  Rvs  Parking  Campers  Oversized Vehicles
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Viewpoints and Ideas

The Viewpoints &
Ideas section is where
Eastsider readers can
express their opinions, start
a conversation and share
ideas on neighborhood
issues,  problems and
potential.  The views
expressed in this piece are
those of the author(s).

Have an opinion or idea you want to share?

Here's are some guidelines for sharing them with Eastsider readers:

The Eastsider welcomes submission on timely topics and issues that are speci!c to our neighborhoods
The writer or writers must live, work or be active in our Eastside coverage area
The submission must be no more than 500 words
The submission must be exclusive to The Eastsider
Not all submissions will be published. 
Submissions that include evidence of plagiarism, defamation, personal, falsehoods or ad hominem attacks
will not be published
Be prepared to prove any facts in your piece
You will not be compensated for your submission
You will give us the right to publish your submission on our website, social media channels and/or any
other platform that we own or control now and in the future. This right does not expire.
Contact us to !nd out if your story idea is suitable for The Eastsider.

  The city recently prohibited  RVs from parking overnight on numerous streets in Lincoln Heights
and other Eastside neighborhoods. Desirae Velasquez is worried about the impact this will have

on people who live in their vehicles, including her father. Here’s a version of the letter she sent to
Councilman Gil Cedillo, who proposed the overnight ban.

I want a moment to express my concerns as this is something close to my heart. I was born and
raised in Lincoln Heights, and though the community is small, it’s home. This is where I feel the
happiest. I took my !rst steps here as a baby, I navigated the halls of high school here and
throughout the years have met many great people in my community.

The new motion that was approved recently criminalizes people who live in their vehicles. They are
being treated as a burden to the city. Where should these people go? Where can they go? Is an
alternative location available for them? Will there be an advanced notice or a grace period to give
them enough time to !nd a new place to live? The motion states oversized vehicles will be towed.
How will they survive?

Some of the people that live in trailers need time to collect
their only belongings. For me, this is a very personal issue
that a"ects someone I love. My father is an older gentleman
who lives in his trailer on one of the streets mentioned. He
rented a home for many years until the rent began to
increase to an amount he could no longer a"ord. He lost his
home in Lincoln Heights and now his trailer is all he has.

Sign up for The Eastsider's Daily Digest newsletter

I have no idea what to do to help him regarding this matter. I am the only family he has left, and I
feel completely powerless. I do not have the luxury to provide the help he needs. I am in my
twenties working full-time, attending school part-time and renting a small apartment in Lincoln
Heights. I can barely make ends meet myself. My wish is to be able to provide answers for his
housing situation, guidance, anything that will help my father !nd some peace about his living
situation.

I do sympathize with the residents of the streets mentioned. I can see that some people are not
respectful in cleaning up after themselves and maintaining a clean and sanitary environment.
When I visit my father every other day, I wish I could help contribute in cleaning up or if possible
urge the city to provide trash cans or bins for their use.

I understand how this is an inconvenience and even a burden to some, and I understand they may
not be obligated to sympathize with those they consider homeless. However, my father doesn’t
deserve to be punished this way, nor those who live in their vehicles.

I beg you to please reconsider this with all due respect or please advise or o"er any options.
Please do not tow their homes, that is all they have.

Desirae Velasquez works in the medical !eld while also attending school to pursue a career as a
radiologist technologist.
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Overnight parking by RVs and other oversized vehicles would be prohibited. 
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The Eastsider needs your support!
The Eastsider is committed to providing news and information
free to all as a community service. But reporting and writing
neighborhood news takes time -- and money. Join the other
Eastsider readers whose one-time contributions and monthly
sponsorships help pay our bills and allow us to provide you the
news and info that keeps you connected to your community. --
Jesus Sanchez, Publisher
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A tribute to former Echo Park resident
Kim Ng's historic baseball move
By Thien Ho Nov 22, 2020

If you wouldn’t take your children to Disneyland during COVID, please
don’t take them to Angelino Heights on Halloween.
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A Halloween PSA: Please Stay Away
By Kit Willesee Oct 15, 2020

If you wouldn’t take your children to Disneyland during COVID, please
don’t take them to Angelino Heights on Halloween.
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His life was all about football until Gil
Cedillo joined his first protest march 50
years ago
By Gil Cedillo Aug 28, 2020

Gil Cedillo is First District Councilmember
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Keeping Echo Park Lake Clean
By Katherine Leech Jul 2, 2020

The other day I decided to ask the park maintenance people if I could
help pick up trash. It was so easy. 
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Keeping Taix French Restaurant open
By Mike Taix May 28, 2020

I feel the need to share the facts as they relate to the proposed
redevelopment of the Taix restaurant site. I understand this an
emotional issue for some, but not more than it is for to me, as I grew up
in the restaurant and have worked there for multiple decades.
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Councilman Cedillo clarifies position on
L.A. River Development
By Councilmember Gil Cedillo Oct 20, 2019

Councilman Gil Cedillo submitted this statement in response to the
proposed Casitas Loft Development in Glassell Park
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Silver Lake Master Plan Must Seize
Opportunities For Accessible Public
Space
By Bob Soderstrom and Adam Sie" of Silver Lake Forward Jun 27, 2019

For the first time since William Mulholland brought water to the Silver
Lake and Ivanhoe Reservoirs in 1906, the City of Los Angeles has a once-
in-a-lifetime opportunity to transform these spaces into a new public
resource.
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How to help prevent brush fires in El
Sereno? Bring in the goats
Kit McConnell Aug 21, 2018
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Viewpoint: Untangling the 51st State
Assembly District race
The Eastsider Dec 1, 2017
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Viewpoint: Angeleno Heights resident
says tree trimmers went too far
The Eastsider Nov 21, 2017

Viewpoints & Ideas is where Eastsider readers can express their
opinions, start a conversation and share ideas on neighborhood  issues,
 problems and potential. 
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Viewpoints & Ideas: Vote No on
Measure S To Keep the Eastside Livable
The Eastsider Feb 21, 2017

Viewpoints & Ideas is where Eastsider readers can express their
opinions, start a conversation and share ideas on neighborhood  issues,
 problems and potential.  An opinion piece in support of Measure S can
be found here.
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Views & Ideas: Getting to the Source —
Water Quality on the L.A. River
The Eastsider Aug 5, 2016
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Viewpoints: Let there be more light at Atlantic Avenue Park
The Eastsider Feb 22, 2015

By C.J. SALGADO
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Viewpoints: Support Parks, Vote Yes on
P
The Eastsider Nov 1, 2014

By Luis López
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Viewpoints: False assumptions, higher costs lurk in rushed
proposal to abandon city elections in odd years
The Eastsider Oct 19, 2014

By Hans Johnson and Hector Huezo, East Area Progressive Democrats

Viewpoints

Viewpoints: East L.A. drowning serves
as a tragic reminder of water safety
The Eastsider Updated Jul 5, 2019

Memorial for Erick Ortiz on the fence of the Atlantic Park pool | C.J.
Salgado

Viewpoints

Viewpoints: An Earth Day lesson for
cleaning up East L.A.
The Eastsider Updated Jul 5, 2019

Photo by C.J. Salgado
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Viewpoints: What is next in Frogtown’s
future?
The Eastsider Updated Jul 5, 2019

Photo by Julia Meltzer
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Viewpoints & Ideas: It’s time to start
taking traffic safety seriously in
Northeast L.A.
The Eastsider Updated Jul 5, 2019

Photos by Severin Martinez, Steve Ascencio & The Eastsider
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Viewpoints: In defense of new
Northeast L.A. bike lanes
The Eastsider Updated Jul 5, 2019

Cyclists riding to shop at Galcos, whose owner has voiced opposition to
replacing traffic lanes for bike lanes. Photo courtesy Josef Bray-
Ali/FlickJosef Bray-Ali, a cycling advocate and owner of the Flying
Pigeon L.A. bike shop in Highland Park, submitted this open letter to
Councilman Ed Reyes

Eagle Rock News

How toy dinosaurs in my garden got me
through the pandemic
By Brenda Rees Apr 16, 2021  3 min to read

Eagle Rock -- The dinosaurs are going on permanent display in my front
garden. 
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Tonight, the rains are coming, and this
Eagle Rock woman is ready
By Brenda Rees Mar 9, 2021  3 min to read

Eagle Rock -- I’m dancing a little two-step as I head outside this sunny
morning into our backyard – which has become an even more
important place since the pandemic. It’s a retreat from the world, but it
is also the world. 
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On Line-Jumping, Shame, and Those
Damn Misused Codes
By Heather Ross Mar 7, 2021

Heather Ross of Glassell Park describes her experience as one of the
"white WFH set" who received COVID vaccine codes intended for people
of color and considers the moral implications and backlash. 
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Communication from Public
 
 
Name: Lincoln Heights Intel
Date Submitted: 05/05/2021 04:34 AM
Council File No: 20-0008-S27 
Comments for Public Posting:  Re: overnight RV paking Ban in Lincoln Heights Dear Hon.

councilmember Gil Cedillo, CD1 staff Jose A. Rodriguez and
Hugo Ortiz, Hon. councilmember Nithya Raman, Hon.
councilmember Curren Price, Hon. Councilmember de Leon, and
Hon. Councilmember Nury Martinez The People of Lincoln
Heights are disturbed and alarmed by an attack on our
community. City Council's most recent motion, Council Action
#20-0008-S27 is unconstitutional; in violation of the 8th
amendment. The unhoused living in RV's are many of our family
members displaced by the current administration. Coincidentally,
every site listed on Mr. Cedillo's Motion is a street where a major
development is planned or is currently under construction. On
Ave 21 and Barranca and San Fernando Rd a Market rate 200 unit
luxury apt/ hotel is under construction- where 6 homes were torn
down and families displaced. Adjacent is an 86 unit Luxury High
rise in progress, by the same developer 4-Site Todd Wexman,
expedited in 2019 by CD1. On Ave 18, and on Humboldt, Young
Nak Church has purchased all of the massive empty lots and they
rent them to film companies for parking, as they sit on CASP real
estate. The Jail Sits vacant for decades on Ave 19. On Alhambra
ave, 12 homes and an apt building have been sitting vacant for
demolition, and dozens of low income families were illegally
evicted by Decro Group, developer of "The Brine." Behind 7-11
on Main st, San Antonio Winery has bought up the block and a
dozen homes have been sitting for years, chained up and left to
rot- to make way for-most likely a Riboli market rate TOC like
Elysian Lofts. Steve Riboli illegally evicted the families as well,
it's confirmed. On Selig Place, a dead end street bordering
Lincoln Park, people are under threat from the new "USC Hyatt
Hotel" on San Pablo, with a roof-top bar and pool and the
suspicious Lincoln Park $18.4 million "street renovations"
connecting usc to its Main st medical peripherals under the
Adelante Eastside Plan. USC is tearing up all of Valley Blvd on
both sides leaving a trail of wreckage and policing Hazard Park
and will ultimately descend on Lincoln Park. If the city is going to
prey on the unhoused right now, and in particular, prey on the
houses on wheels, the city Must offer an alternative- Otherwise
this is a crime against humanity. We won't sit here and watch our
most vulnerable be exiled and eradicated during a pandemic in the
neighborhood many of them grew up in. Some of the houseless



neighborhood many of them grew up in. Some of the houseless
were already kicked out of Skid Row for Huizar's DTLA and
pushed toward county hospital, and into Lincoln Heights. We
have public properties sitting vacant for decades in Lincoln
Heights, like General hospital, and the old Lincoln Heights Jail, a
place where so many people suffered from racist policy, which
was ultimately stolen from the People for 350 unit luxury lofts.
Not only does this add insult to injury, but it's illogical to impose
zoning (The CASP) that was developed almost 20 years ago and
believe it suits the needs of the current People. The zoning was
obsolete before it could even be implemented. We believe it's time
to sit back down at the drawing board and reevaluate Equity in the
La River Master Plan. Everything is empty in the CASP! But it's
being reserved for only the Rich. When the land is needed Now
for Affordable housing for the Extremely Low Income (ELI)
bracket (those making $20k and below). It's unethical and
immoral to take the home of vulnerable peoples especially during
a pandemic. Homes of women and children battling covid, of
seniors with no assets other than their RV. Do what's right. Serve
the People. Protect our most vulnerable. People are dying. Retract
Council Action #20-0008-S27. Thank you for Your Time, The
People of Lincoln Heights 



2/12/21 
Dear Hon. Councilmember Gil Cedillo, CD1 staff Jose A. Rodriguez and Hugo Ortiz, Hon. 
Councilmember Nithya Raman,  Hon. Councilmember Curren Price, Hon. Councilmember de 
Leon, and Hon. Councilmember Nury Martinez 

The People of Lincoln Heights are alarmed by an attack on our community. Your motion, Council 
Action #20-0008-S27 is unconstitutional; a violation of the 4th, 8th and 9th amendments. The 
unhoused living in RV's are many of our family members displaced by the current 
administration. Coincidentally, every site listed on your Motion is a street where a major 
development is either planned or under construction. 

On Ave 21 and Barranca and San Fernando Rd a Market rate 200 unit luxury apt/ hotel is 
under construction-  6 homes were torn down and families displaced. Adjacent is an 86 unit 
Luxury High rise in progress, by the same developer 4-Site, expedited in 2019 by CD1. 

On Ave 18, and on Humboldt, Young Nak Church owns all of the empty lots and rents them to 
film companies for parking, as they sit on CASP real estate. 

The Lincoln Heights Jail Sits vacant for decades on Ave 19. 

On Alhambra ave, 12 homes and an apt building have been sitting vacant for demolition, and 
dozens of low income  families were illegally evicted by Decro Group, developer of "The Brine." 

Behind 7-11 on Main st, San Antonio Winery has bought up the block and a dozen homes have 
been sitting for years, chained up and left to rot.  Steve Riboli illegally evicted the families as 
well, it's confirmed.  

On Selig Place, at Lincoln Park, people are under threat from the new "USC Hyatt Hotel" on 
San Pablo, with a roof-top bar and pool and the suspicious Lincoln Park $18.4 million "street 
renovations" connecting USC to it's Main st. medical peripherals under the Adelante Eastside 
Plan.  

If the city is going to prey on the unhoused right now, they Must offer an alternative- Otherwise 
this is a crime against humanity. We refuse to watch our most vulnerable be exiled during a 
pandemic in the neighborhood many of them grew up in. Many were already kicked out of Skid 
Row for Huizar's DTLA and pushed toward county hospital aka Lincoln Heights.  

Public properties are sitting vacant for decades in Lincoln Heights, (General Hospital, Lincoln 
Heights Jail) a place where so many people suffered from racist policy, which was ultimately 
stolen from the People for 350 unit luxury lofts. This adds insult to injury, and it's illogical to 
impose CASP zoning that was developed 20 years ago and believe it suits current day needs. 
The zoning was obsolete before it could even be implemented. It's time to sit back down at the 
drawing board and reevaluate Equity in the La River Master Plan. Everything is empty in the 
CASP and it's being reserved only for the Rich. The land is needed Now for Affordable housing 
for the Extremely Low Income (ELI) bracket (those making $20k and below). 

It's unethical to take the homes of women and children battling covid, of seniors with no assets 
other than their RV. Research historic genocides and war crimes under Unesco's criteria. Serve 
and protect People. 
Retract Council Action #20-0008-S27. 

Thank you. 
The People of Lincoln Heights



Communication from Public
 
 
Name: Lincoln Heights Intel
Date Submitted: 05/05/2021 04:41 AM
Council File No: 20-0008-S27 
Comments for Public Posting:  RE: overnight RV parking ban in Lincoln Heights Dear Hon

Councilmembers, Please see the attached letter from Lincoln
Heights born and raised resident Desirae Velasquez- her father is
a local Lincoln Heights resident displaced and now living in his
RV in his own neighborhood trying to survive a pandemic. Trying
to survive on Ave 21 next a 200 unit Luxury hotel/ condo going
up across from Vincent's. Please retract CF: 20-0008-S27 Serve
the People, as you are the Employees of the People. Sincerely,
Lincoln Heights Intel 



2/12/21


Good Afternoon,


I am writing this email in regards to the new motion. I hope you can take the time to read this, 
as this motion is something that will affect many. 


I want to express my concerns. I was born and raised in Lincoln Heights, and though the 
community is small, it's home. This is where I feel the most happiest. I took my first steps here, 
went to high school here, and met many great people in my community.


This new motion that was approved recently; it feels like these people who live in their vehicles 
are being treated as a burden to the city by doing this. Where should these people go? Will 
there be alternative locations for them to go? Will there be warning signs or an announcement 
before inhumane consequences occur? It states that oversized vehicles will be towed. How will 
they survive?


Some of these people that live in trailers need some time to collect their only belongings, if this 
is the case or the plan to relocate. My father is an older gentleman that lives in his trailer on one 
of the streets mentioned. He lost his home he was renting in Lincoln Heights a few years ago 
and his trailer is all he has. I have no idea what to do to help him regarding this matter. I am his 
only family he has left and this makes me feel completely powerless. I do not have the luxury to 
provide the help I desire at this time since I am in my twenties, I'm a renter in Lincoln Heights 
who goes to work and college. I can barely make ends meet myself. My wish is to be able to 
provide answers for his housing situation, some kind of guidance, anything.


I do sympathize with the people who live in the homes on some of the streets mentioned. I 
have seen that there are some people who aren't respectful and do not pick up after 
themselves. I visit my father every other day and I wish I can help clean up or if possible, trash 
cans can be placed. I understand how this is an inconvenience to some and I understand they 
may not be obligated to feel remorse towards what they consider homeless. However, my 
father doesn't deserve to be punished this way, nor do the others who live in their vehicles. I 
beg to please reconsider with all due respect or please advise/ offer any options. Please do not 
tow their homes.


Thank you,

D. Velasquez



